Enterprise Mobility Solutions

The intelligent approach
to mobile working

Efficient Technology Management®
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Freedom and security with the right
Enterprise Mobility Strategy

70% of companies have no overarching
process for their mobile equipment

70%

Your employees need unlimited access to the
mobile working world. And your company
needs secure access to the mobile working
world. We've thought of both.

Source: IT Business, 5/2015, Market & Trends (HP)

As experts in efficient technology management,
we offer complete services from a single source –
independent of banks, manufacturers and service
providers. Since 1970, we have developed,
realized and financed tailor-made technology
usage concepts for more than 10,000 customers
in 23 countries worldwide.
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Mobile working
made easy
We know what’s important when it comes to
working from home or on the road. That’s
why we developed our comprehensive Enter
prise Mobility Solutions to give your company
maximum flexibility and comfort.
RELAXED

Over 20% increase in mobile device sales within
the past year (in millions)
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With Enterprise Mobility Solutions, your employees
can work effectively and comfortably wherever and
whenever they want, without compromise – a wellthought-out mobility strategy that covers all of your
company’s security and budget considerations and
allows your employees boundless freedom when it
comes to mobile working.
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A unique, comprehensive package
with no service gaps
CERTIFIED DATA ERASURE
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MOBILITY SOLUTION ANALYSIS
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SERVICE DESK
• First/Second Level Support
• 24/7 or 8/5

• Independent analysis and
consultancy
• Customized business concepts
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• Certified data erasure
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Enterprise Mobility Solutions com
bines services that are otherwise
only available individually into a com
plete solution. The result is noticeable
workload reduction throughout your
mobile devices’ entire technological
lifecycle.
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SECURE APP
• Protected app management

LIFECYCLE-MANAGEMENT

MOBILE CARE
• Risk protection and claims
settlement

• Mobile Device Management
• Inventorying, software and data
distribution

USER PROFILE MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

• Flexible adaptation of tariff
settings

• Cost center-specific invoicing,
detailed reporting

PROCUREMENT

• Procurement process �management
and automation
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Free choice of equipment
with individual tariff settings
BOUNDLESS

Decide for yourself which tariff fits each employee’s
individual needs. Each tariff can be freely selected and
combined individually with each device. Tariff settings
can also be adjusted quickly and easily in response to
individual needs, such as travel abroad. This reduces
your costs while giving users greater flexibility.
Devices can be selected conveniently through the
TESMA® ordering platform.

Mobility requires flexibility. Which is why,
with Enterprise Mobility Solutions, there are
no prescribed combinations of mobile devices
and contract rates. You can configure smart
phones and adjust tariff plans at any time in
response to your employees’ individual needs.
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Simple accounting
and detailed reporting

CLEAR

Expenses are broken down in a transparent, easily
trackable way. For example, you can use connection
logs to link mobile expenses precisely to individual
users and keep cost center specific records. Finely
granulated expense and cost reporting provides
financial orientation and helps you ensure that you
adhere to your cost and budget goals.

REPORTING

Equipment class – Contract Management

Keep an eye on the mobile costs you incur.
Enterprise Mobility Solutions uses TESMA® to
show you all of your expenses at a glance,
and protects your business from hidden costs.

Mobile

Tablet

Smartphone

2,213

3,223

3,748
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Guaranteed protection
in case of damage

INSURED

Enterprise Mobility Solutions reduces your
workload consistently—even when it comes to
mobile equipment damage or theft. Integrated
Mobile Care risk and insurance protection equips
you for any eventualities.

Mobile devices are clearly and unambiguously
insured against all types of risk at no additional cost:
•	Replacements following damage, theft or robbery
• Covers repair services including all
administrative expenses
• New: no deductible or co-payment in case
of damage
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Company data remains
completely secure

CERTIFIED

Our Enterprise Mobility Solutions provide com
prehensive protection for your sensitive company
data. We take care of mobile app security and
provide reliable erasure of your data.

Enterprise Mobility Solutions offers you a new level
of security for mobile work. We make sure that
your security and compliance regulations are upheld,
and account for your business needs and your
technical security requirements. We set up an Enter
prise App Store for your employees containing
only protected apps, and ensure reliable erasure of
your sensitive company data using our certified
eraSURE data erasure concept.
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The benefits at a glance
•	Complete solution with no service gaps:
Allows comprehensive access to the mobile
working world
•	Efficient management of all services:
Provides maximum convenience and time savings
•	Free choice of equipment and tailor-made
tariff plans:
Reduce costs and increase flexibility
•	Simple accounting:
Makes costs transparent and trackable
•	One-of-a-kind risk coverage:
Protects against additional costs and regulates
damage claims
•	Protected apps and certified data erasure:
Enables complete data security

More information on Enterprise Mobility Solutions and
your contact partner is just
a click away.

www.chg-meridian.com

